
Taking Notes vs “Making” Notes 

While taking notes is often considered an important skill, it can easily backfire for a 

student with a disability that affects their learning. This relates to common difficulties 

in either rapidly processing information, in handling the working memory load of 

listening/viewing while writing, or both.  These students rapidly copy the information 

from the board without much processing of it (i.e. passive/max assist). They lose any 

opportunity to think critically about the information. So they are rarely able to answer questions the professor 

asks the class because they haven’t had time to process, and they aren’t often able to ask questions because 

they don’t yet know what they don’t know (unless they know they’re completely lost).  

What are some options? 

 Pro Con 

Notetaker Eases working memory load 
More critical thinking likely 

Still need to process at lecture speed 
Lose the experiential feel of notes 
Person may not be reliable/not good 

Photos of Board Eases some of working memory load 
Retains experiential feel of notes 

May not be allowed or feasible 
Photo is only board, no other notes 

LiveScribe Pen Later access to review specific audio If you – still working memory issue 
If notetaker – still notetaker cons 

Prior Review of 
Chapter 

Always a good idea, build a “schema” 
May lessen processing load 

Still some processing and working 
memory loads 

 

“Making” Notes: A Technique to Study Smarter  

 An essential component of taking notes in math, and it’s usually skipped. 

 Once you have notes – from whatever source – you need to go back to clean them up, embellish them, 

even rewrite them!  Organizing is key to memorizing!  Can be: 

o A review that simply adds color and comments  

o A rewrite that organizes the information in a way that works for you. This is your time to really 

think critically about what you’re learning and move off max assist level. 
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